JOIN OUR DOWN S YNDROME
RESEARCH C OMMUNITY
A social research and
medical care resource
powered by GeneFo

CONNECT

SHARE

LEARN

Families and caregivers give and receive useful medical care
information by sharing individual experiences with
medications, procedures and important developmental
milestones.

LuMind RDS will provide up-to-date reviews on research and
scientific milestones and free monthly webinars based on
participants’ interest.

The robust GeneFo engine displays this caregiver-driven data
in clear and structured reports. You will have a unique
opportunity to gain valuable insight from your own community
through a real-time, dynamic medical database.

Register with the trial matching service, and you’ll receive
emails with ongoing and upcoming trials that match your
exact criteria!

“It fills a major
void in the DS
Community.
This will
provide ONE
front door for
all discussions
around the
medical side of
DS!”
~ Shon Christy,
parent, educator,
and President of
Shon Christy Social

“Spending some time in this LuMind community I’ve
come to appreciate how many features can benefit the
families. There are many ways for families to share
information and network with others.” ~ Tony Wells, Wells

“This may be the
solution to parents
being able to
connect with others
throughout the
community to share
important health
information without
having to be on
Facebook.”
~ Michelle Slape, ED of
IDSC and parent

Foundation

1. Will there be rules of engagement or parameters on topics to post and not
post? Yes, we expect community members to keep their content focused on
health, research and medical topics and we expect everyone to keep their
comments kind to make this a safe place for families to get informed and improve
their health outcomes. In the “Resources” section, please visit the “Rules of
Engagement” PDF.

2. What role will LuMind RDS play as administrator of this community? LuMind
RDS will administer the community membership, monitor content, occasionally
comment on research-related matters/questions and contribute relevant
research-related educational material.

3. I am an advocate or affiliate and am not a primary caregiver, can I join this
community and what how can I use it to best serve individuals with Down
syndrome? As an advocate or affiliate for individuals with Down syndrome, you
may join and skip or minimize the patient questionnaire to gain access to the conversations and information provided within the
community. Once registered, you can visit the community as often as you like to stay on top of recent developments in care from
the community, learn about translational research in Resources, LuMind News and watch videos and webinars on research-related
topics.

4. What happens to the data we enter? The data collected through the initial questionnaire is immediately anonymized to exclude any
personal information and only aggregated for the charts and graphs presented in the platform. The charts and graphs are
automatically updated each time additional information is entered specifically through the treatment, progress, symptoms and what
works posts. Please review our privacy policy for further details.

5. What security measures do you have in place to protect the privacy of our data? We use commercially reasonable efforts to store and
maintain your Personal Information in a secure environment. We take technical, contractual, administrative, and physical security
steps designed to protect Personal Information that you provide to us. We have implemented procedures designed to limit the
dissemination of your Personal Information to only such designated staff as are reasonably necessary to carry out the stated
purposes we have communicated to you. Please review our privacy policy for further details.

